Using Common Prefixes

Underline the prefixes in the words on the left. Then, use your knowledge of the prefixes to match the words with their definitions on the right. The first one has been completed for you.

1. Atypical  

2. Enable  

3. Cooperate  

4. Unfriendly  

5. Overdo  

6. Autonomous  

7. Antihistamine  

8. Submarine  

9. Nonexistent  

10. Excel  

11. Prenatal  

12. Irresponsible  

13. Redo  

14. Transoceanic  

15. Disable  

Not friendly  

Not existent  

Do too much  

Do again  

A boat that goes under water  

Previous to birth  

Not normal or typical  

Not responsible  

Self-governing  

Work together  

Across the ocean  

Make unable  

Make able  

Outperform  

A medicine that works against histamines